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INTERSCHOLASTIC EXTRA
FINISHED 
and all are 
happy now.
a i m i n
AU REVOIR 
be back next 
year.
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GALLATIN CHAMPIONS ONCE MORE
C. Howard Is the Best Man in the Inter scholastic
D A V E  ROBERTS 
WINS AGAIN
For the Third Consecutive 
Year Misoula Boy Comes 
Out Ahead............... j
For the third consecutive time David 
Roberts of Missoula, won the declam­
atory contest for boys. The. judges 
decided to announce the result last 
night instead of waiting for the jolly- 
up as had been planned. This is the 
first time that anyone ever succeeded 
In winning this prize for three years, j 
and in fact no one else has ever won it 
twice. It Is a remarkable performance „
A CROWD LAST YEAR.
This picture is of interest to Univer-sity people because in the foregroundare found Crawford, Kress and Miss 
Stubblefield, all of whom came to the University this year.
F O R  F I F T H  S T R A I G H T  T IM E  
G A L L A T I N  C O U N T Y ’S  S Q U A D  
W I N S  S C H O L A S T I C  C L A S S I C
Bozeman Team, Supposedly Outclassed, Takes Championship in 
University’s Interscholastic Games—Howard of Gallatin Team
DAVID ROBERTS. Individual Hero—Helena Wins the Relay Race.
and the Missoula school is to be con­
gratulated upon its product
The other two places were awarded 
to Theodore Ramsey of Fergus and 
Llewellen Luce of Gallatin.
The results-of the Carter essay con- I 
test were also announced last evening 
and it was learned that judges had j 
awarded Archie Clark of Butte first 
place and Miss May Irwin of Oallatlu 
second place.
PEP SESSION HELD
AT STEPS SINGING
OLD CUSTOM IS CARRIED OUT  ̂
FOR THE VISITORS AND 
IS ENJOYED.
“Singing on the Steps” last night was 
carried off with its usual spirit and 
was characterized by courtesy yells 
from the state college, mines, and uni­
versity. Greg. Powell, as yell leader, 
was a wonderful demonstration of 
"pep,” In which the student bory pres­
ent chimed'In with lusty vigor. The 
visitors were well impressed with the 
\ersity spirit and applauded the sing­
ing and doffed their hats when “Col­
lege Chums” was sung with Its solemn 
dignity.
Through the efforts of one "Cort” I 
Howard, Gallatin county is once again 
champion of the state. \ This man alone | 
won 21 of the points credited to the 
Bozeman schooL Five of the other ten 
were won by DeVore, captain of the 
j champions, and the others were pulled 
down in the 50-yard dash. Missoula 
came in second with 26 marks and 
Butte was third with 24, the teammates 
of Phelps piling 9 points on top of his 
I 15. Helena won the relay.
The day was perfect, the sun being 
cooled a little by a few light clouds. 
There were never so many people 
gathered on the university field be­
fore. Every bleacher seat was taken 
and standing room was at a premium. 
Automobiles were lined clear around 
the field while the back fence held its 
usual gang of kids. More than four 
thousand people paid admission to the 
meet. Colors of the various rooting 
sections made a pretty picture as they 
gathered in the bleachers. The purple 
and gold of Missoula was, of course, 
in predominance. But the purple and 
white of the Butte supporters were 
bunched well Great Falls with her 
blue and white, and Helena and Ham­
ilton with their red and white also 
showed strong.
The Meet.
The meet was by far the fastest that 
was ever seen here. Although only 
one record was broken today, several 
were equalled and many a one was 
pushed. To McAuliffe of Butte, goes 
the honor of the record-breaking stunt. 
This boy in the pole vault shoved the 
state mark from 10 feet 9 1-2 Inches to 
11 feet 3 1-2 inches.
The marks made in the dashes yes­
terday, when the men were fresh, were 
on the whole better than those made 
today. Phelps easily beat Murphy in 
all the races save the 220 alone, and 
iii this he finished a good foot ahead 
of the Missoula Irishman. This was 
one of the prettiest races of the day 
and one on which most of the interest 
of the day centered. It was impossible 
to say for certain who would win this 
race until the last few yards remained. 
Then Phelps, inch by inch forged 
ahead and the race was won.
The Relay.
Another pretty race was the relay. 
Missoula was doped to win, but al­
though they got a good start, Howard 
overtook Anderson and passed him
by five yards on the second round. 
Then Mettlen gained a bit and Lans­
ing rapidly overtook his Gallatin op­
ponent. It looked like Missoula’s race 
until Newman of Helena, gradually 
gained on this pair. On the last turn 
he forged ahead and passed Lansing 
three feet from the tape.
Cherry Wins With Ease.
Cherry of Stevensyille, champion In 
the Ravalli county interscholastic, 
won the hammer throw this morning 
without coming within ten feet or the 
mark he set at the Victor games. The 
event was held at 9:80 o’clock in or­
der to eliminate the danger which 
has led the board of control to take 
the hammer throw off the 1915 pro­
gram. Stiles of Pithead was second 
and Cole of Victor, third.
The 50-Yard Dash.
The semi-finals of the low hurdles 
and of the 50-yard dash developed no 
surprises, and not until the final heat 
of the short sprint did the great crowd 
become excited. When Phelps and 
Murphy walked to the post the ‘Butte 
and Missoula delegations went into a 
frenzy. The six runners in the last 
heat were nervous, all save Phelps 
breaking twice. The negro got away 
with a perfect start and flnisned 
yards ahead of the field. DeVore of 
Gallatin was second and Luce of Gal-
(Continued on Page Eight.)
B IG G E ST  MEET  
IS THROUGH
The Largest Interscholastic 
Ever Comes to an End 
Tonight.
So ends the interscholastic. Never 
before in all the years in which the 
university has entertained the high 
school students has there been such a 
successful meet. From the time that 
the first train load of visitors arrived 
until the jolly-up was ready, every­
thing went beyond expectations. Hap­
py, exuberant and filled with high 
school pepper, the students kept the 
town filled with excitement and noise. 
This is perhaps the noisest year that 
the meet has seen. Ail the schools 
let out their racket and there was a 
lot of it. But it was all innocent and 
harmless noise so no one minded it. 
In fact, all except the usual few like 
nothing better than to hear a crowd of 
youngsters forget themselves in their 
Joy of victory. But it wasn’t the vic­
tors alone who raised their songs. The 
losers have all been good losers and 
they joined in with the rest of the 
celebrants.
The debate, which started this last 
interscholastic on Tuesday night, was 
a fitting start for this the best meet 
ever held here. It was interesting 
and exciting. Gallatin should well be 
proud of the men who have qualified 
to represent her in debate. They are 
a bright, Intelligent trio and won the 
debate upon their thorough knowledge 
of the subject they were discussing. 
In Luce, the Bozeman people have one 
of the best men who has ever repre­
sented any school in debate. Quick 
in thought and strong in delivery, the 
judges could not have made a better 
choice. But the losing team put up a 
good fight. There was some good 
stuff shown in that team and they 
can well be proud of the battle they 
put forth.
The Boys’ Declaim.
The boys’ declamation contest in the 
last three years has brought out ono 
of the best, strongest and most natural 
speakers that has ever been seen in 
an inter-scholastic meet here. David 
Roberts, of Missoula, three times win­
ner of the gold medal in this event, 
may well be the hero of his school. 
Never before has there been a speaker 
strong enough to win two years in 
succession and never before has there 
been a winner who could carry his 
honors better than Roberts. But his 
contest was not won in a walk-away. 
The other men pressed him hard and 
all showed careful preparation and 
training.
The Girls’ Contest.
It is hard to say anything of the 
girls’ contest as the winners have not 
been announced yet Moreover, it is 
going to be a difficult task to pick win­
ners out of the speakers who performed 
last evening. They were all good and 
the one who is declared the winner
(Continued on Page 2)
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I t  «  ttL W l T H E  O PTIM IST
SPEAKS
J
YEARLY DANCE TO THE GRADU­
ATING CLASS WILL BE 
A SPLENDID AFFAIR.
The Junior Prom, 
the junior class ev«
which is given by 
ry year in honor
But it was just the human side of j 
the meet which was most impressive  ̂
yesterday; as one watched the crowd 
and the contestants, he forgot %bou* j
_____' the effect of the meet upon the e^pca-
i tional system of the state. He thought 
for the Missoulian [only of its effect upon the boys and 
girls of today—who vv 11 be the men; 
and women of tomorrow—-and he 
could not but feel glad that he hod 
been permitted to sit on the bleachers 
and breathe that delightful atmos­
phere.
The delightful relationship between 
the boys on the traek and their friends 
In the stands was wonderful to see.
r
i Writer
Bursts Forth in Praise 
of Meet.
com"Verily, nothing but good 
from such associations as these whic1 
the interscholastic meet furn she< 
yesterday and Which, in all probabil 
ity, will be supplied again Just The sympathy there was strong: not
glanced up 
knew that the
it the set 
support wa
of the departing seniors, will be given 11° see Hie crowd and the ideal setting J many of the lads down 
in the gym on the night of June 2.
Harry Ade, chairman of the general 
committee, announced that this will b - 
the most elaborate and most enter­
taining prom ever giyen by a junior 
class. The hall will be a fluttering
embodiment of green and white, jun- I spirit of good-fellowship which was 
ior colors, and special lighting schemes only strengthened by the rivalry fui
f the whole scene at Montana field 
in to experience a thrill of joy cad ad­
miration. Nowhere else in 'he world 
s there a college f eld mor* ideally 
located and yesterday there was pres­
in t an enthusiasm which beggars de 
scription. With it was, happily, a
below ev 
ts, but tli 
5 there, t!
3vv that the.r fellows were pi
them. And that know
>u ht out the very best there
them. When a fellow has the
rt of his crowv1, he can do
will bring out the color tones. Trail­
ing arbutus and syringa are being 
gathered for the wall effects, and an 
imitative waterfall will mark the east 
door where 1915 will blaze in electric 
prominence.
Special music will be furnished by 
the Missoula club orchestra. Punch 
and wafers will be served. A general | 
invitation is extended to all students, 
the admission being two dollars, as the 
elaborate plans and decorations have 
proved costly, and anyone realizing the 
quality of the coming prom will pay 
the usual price without complaint. Mr. 
Ade has bepn working for the past two 
months in view 
best prom ever.
His committees are:
Reception—i^erritt Owsley, Otis Bax­
ter.
t he couldn't 
•ling along aioi 
•pirat on in tile < 
tines. The dav­
it he were strur- 
Tnere s an m-
henors. It seemed that the unpleasan 
bitterness of some former years was | uj 
entirely absent. The presence of the j i-appy suggest! 
governor qf the state and his gop4 ‘ ;he length of this column wiy. adpi 
natured particlpaflpn in the meet These, though, are enough for p 
,bded in pq slight degree tp the hap !iutrpqse.. ' — OB'rI¥.I,?'lf
piness qf day.
St & * ?reat thing fp.r good fellows R U L E S
to get together. ¥ l*l *1 great 
for the good< fellows themselyes and 
it. Is a greater thing for the ^ad fol­
lows vvho are mixed in w.th them, tot 
th© example of the paq|arit.y is ceytast 
t.i he ye .ts salutary, effect. Gafti 
ing and good, nature
nd tv
ley. I sons, which are being well learned by
Patrons—Diana Uline, Grace Leary, ypung people of 'Montana. The 
Merle Kettlewell. Interscho.lastic meet has been a help-
f | Invitations and Programs—Hazel Ly- [ul| 
man, Evelyn Stephenson, Bernice Self- This years meet is bearing out the 
ridge. predictions made, years ago, oy • the
$ Lighting—Lucious Forbes, RalleEh Lfen wh0 proposed this annual event
Gilchrist, Edward Allen.
MEET A SUCCESS
(Continued From Page One.)
may know that she was hard pushed 
for first place. At that, some speaker 
this evening: may grab the medal, for 
there are four girls who must speak 
at the jolly-up.
The Meet.
As for the meet, there never was 
anything like it  Everyone was inter­
ested and the largest crowd in eleven 
years turned out this afternoon. The 
results were perhaps a surprise but| 
they were ail fair and square. The 
hero of the day, Howard of Gallatin, 
is one of the best all around athletes 
that the interscholastic has produced. 
It is the first time in the history of 
the meet that the individual hasn’t 
been rimarily a runner. He is a field 
man chiefiy and a hurdler of the fin­
est type. They way he ran in the 
relay race, after a continual perform­
ance of two days, showed his marvel­
ous powers of endurance. Well may 
lie be hailed as the best man of the 
best meet ever held on Montana field.
S C O R E  C A R D
NOTE—Score 5 Points 
for Plret Place, 3 for 
Second, and 1 for Third.
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BUTTE.............................. 5 5 5 i 1
8
3,. 24
FLATHEAD..................... x 1 3 6
GALLATIN...................... 4 . 8 3 5 3 • ■ 5 5. 33
GREAT FALLS............. 3 a 5 9 1 n
HAMILTON..................... n 3 | 3
HELENA........................... m 1 ■ 1  J 1
MISSOULA.......................
1
3 5 8. 3, 1 1
1
1 3 | 1
1 5
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STETENSVILLE.......... 5
VICTOR............................ 1 3 1 1 1 4 |
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Ward’s Studio
Students’ Headquarters 
for Photos
J
ers from the side- 
rnlsbci’ scores, pi 
But these are all 
iflhiimi ll, mit.
ivr
ARE CHANGED
Important changes in the rules gov­
erning t fie debated held under the’au- 
sbices of the Montana State High 
are developed I Schopl Debating league, the organ\za- 
—, v , • I. s . V* K| tion through ŵhi’cfi the ' university
lading this mm p j k  W I
effect of tlje meet \v>ll lastj thi ough astic debates, were made at a meeting 
the year; it will b,e for the benefit ol'' I of the board of control, held this morn- ; 
the whole school life of tlie state, mg University hall. j
; :•...; . '’ ■ •...; ' . . i ' '  in order to dq away with divisions of j
Rivalry need not be bitter In or^er territory which have caused nq end of 
Music—Ruby Jacobson, Florence I bv keep. The determination to do. trouble in the past, fee jk§gm^tajg1
Cara. Harmon .  one’s very best and the .endeavor to j debates hereafter iwill be called nqt
^Decoration—Ruth ' Cronk. Chester | strive h a rm o n .^  f  
Boddy, Gussie Gilliland, Joe Tape, Ha- work these are the lessons which the jem any ĉJi'ools may meet in the pre- 
zel Hawk, Sam Crawford, Edwin Stan- | track iqeet teaches and they are les- Urninary contests instead of contesting
H o t  a n d  C o l d
LUNCHES
At Moderate Prices at
THE NONPAREIL 
CONFECTIONERY
136 Higgins Avenue.
by districts only.
'Changes'were also made in the sys­
tem of- selecting judges for the de­
bates. Each of the high schools in the 
league will, submit in the fall a list of. 
judges. All of these lists, with one 
from the president of the league, will 
be sent to the high schools for amend- 
i ment. Unsatisfactory judges will be
• Dr. R. H. Nelsor
Dentist
Room 46 Higgins Block 
Phone 10Q9 Missoula, Mont.
E
as a feature of the university calen- e iminated and the remaining list Willi 
dar. It is bringing together the teach- be chosen. Previously the university, 
oaa students o, the wc„d,ry f g  g | g  « § g | g  oh.r.ed each 
schools of the state in numbers suf- scjj00i jn (he league hereafter in order! 
ficient and under condit'ons conducive [ to cover general expenses, 
m develop the unity of purpose and Professor Carl Holliday, the present!
Pi ' i  ■ ' .  ̂ „ head of the league, was nominated toof procedure which will count heavilj ,au d hlmseifi but flatly refused.
in making the educational system of | professor Coffman was elected presi- 
Montana particularly strong. I dent. _____________■___________
116 West Cedar
Bell Phone 909 MISSOULA
Missoula Hptel
Jae. A. Walsh. Mgr.
Steam Heat Eleetrio Light
Electrio Belle and Telephones in 
All Rooms.
THE
Metropole
Qur Specialty is
Fine Hair Cutting 
Thomson & Marlenee
Corner Basement at Nonpareil 
140 North Higgins Ave.
For Lunches and Home- 
Made Pastry see
QUICK LUNCH
112 East Cedar
We are dispensers in all
Misses’ Ready-to-Wear 
Goods
TH E  LEA D ER
"Economists to the People.”
STEIN & MITCH
TAILORS
All work made by us is guaranteed for 
Style and Fit, First Class Workman­
ship.
Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block
KODAK SUPPLIES 
at
Smith’s Drug Store
Riverside Market
For Finest Monts 
Give us a. trial
529 South Higgins Ave. Both phenes
j Lindsay Commission Co. 
Wholesale Fruits, Produce 
and Cigars
Opposite Freight Depot 
Missoula, Mont.
Day Produce Company 
Cigars and Fruits 
Nuts, Candies, Vegetables, 
etc.
Oats and Hay
Woody Street Missoula, Mont
We sell Missoula REAL ESTATE 
and write FIRE and othe- classes of 
INSURANCE.
W. H. SMEAD COMPANY
Phone 212. Missoula, Mont.
Attention, Faculty!
LET
Pettitt, Newlon and Gage
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
Bureau of Printing for work that 
satisfies, gains recognition and an at­
tractiveness that predpmiifatea
Remember the advertisers in this pa­
per.
Far good shoe repairing, student* 
see us, The
N E W  M E T H O D  
I S h o e  R e p a i r  F a c t o r y
Bell 370 Blk. 322 N. Higgins Ave.
We Make a Specialty of 
Picture. Framing
McKay Studio
Higgins Block.
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U N I V E R S I T Y  S O C I E T Y
GRACE MATHEWSON.
McCullough-Turner---Miss Maude
McCullough '12 and Mr. M. Henry Tur- ! 
her were married last evening at eight i 
o'clock by Rev. Mr. Galley, in tlie 
Church of the Holy Spirit. Following i 
the ceremony, a reception was held at 
the McCullough home on Third street. 
Mr. and Mrs. Turner left on the O lym ­
pian for Seattle, at eleven o’clock.
Kappa Luncheon—The members of | 
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained at 
luncheon on Friday at the home of 
Miss Dorothy Sterling. Those pres­
ent, about fifty in all, included the 
active and alumnae members, visiting 
alumnae, and a number of the track 
visitors.
Faculty Luncheon—The ladies of the 
faculty gave their annual luncheon on 
Friday at noon, in honor of the men 
of the faculty and the visiting teach­
ers. If the weather permits, the af­
fair will be held on the lawn between 
Craig Hall and Science Hall.
Breakfast—Misses Gertrude Skinner 
and Grace Mathewson were hostesses 
at breakfast in the Kappa suite 
Thursday morning. Their guests were 
Misses Jessie Railsback, Mary Brown, 
Patsy O’Flynn, Ada Kesner, Grace
Leary, Ruth Cook, Dorothy Powell, ] 
Olive Skinner, Edna Cole and Carol! 
O'Donnell.
In Theta Suite—Breakfast was en- ; 
joyed in the Theta suite Thursday 
morning, by Mrs. Whitcome, Mrs.
I Keeley, Misses Hazel Lyman, Carol 
Burgess, Frances Page, Annabel Lane, 
Isabel Gilbert, Stella Duncan.
Delta Gamma Luncheon—On Wed­
nesday the Delta Gammas entertained 
I at a luncheon in honor of the Misses 
Ruth Line, Mae Pope, Marguerite Ly- 
den, Helen Carney, Lucile McCracken, 
Elizabeth Bever, Ardiss Perrine, Flor­
ence Lynch, Dorothy Toung, Flora 
McLaughlin. Jessie Leese, Kessner, 
Linquln, Baldwin, Lamb, Lundeen and 
Robertson. A cloth was spreal on the 
lawn of Craig house, on which the 
tempting menu was served.
Law Dinner—Prof. Langmaid enter­
tained at dinner a week ago Wednes­
day evening in honor of the graduat­
ing class of the law school. Covers 
were laid for Pres. Craighead, Prof. 
Leaphard, Messrs. Merrick, Kelly, 
Wiedman, Warren, Dornblaser and 
Cameron.
Other guests at Craig Hall are: 
Misses Foley and Holmes of Victor, 
Gillette, Robertson, Skinner, Robinson,
Judson, of Great Falls; Page, of Sand 
Point; Lane, Burgess, Willoughby, Ar- 
thur, Cole, Lyden, Stanley, of Butte; I 
j Kane, of Stevensville; Sinclair and! 
: Forbes, of Helena; Brown and Averill, 
of Townsend; Thompson, of Deer! 
Lodge; Whipps and Miller, of Kalis- j 
pell; Mrs. Keely of Deer Lodge; Mrs. j 
Whitcome of Helena.
Miss Alice Mathewson T3, arrived j 
on Thursday to spend the week end 
at Craig Hall.
Kappa Altha Theata Hostess.
[ The active chapter of Kappa Alpha 
Theta were hostesses at an informal 
lawn party this afternoon at the con­
clusion of the track meet. Deliciously 
cool and dainty refreshments were 
served on the lawn of the E. L. Bon­
ner home on Gerald avenue to the 
many guests of the sorority. The 
girls who entertained were the Misses 
Duncan, Birely, Freeze, Saner, Har- 
denburgh, Bonner, Kettlewell, Rhoades, 
ITline. McDonald, Gilbert, Hazel. Ly­
man and Mrs. Keely. The pledges of! 
Kappa Alpha Theta assisted in re­
ceiving and serving the guests. They 
are the Misses Willoughby, Tabor, 
Stubblefield, 'Hatch, Donaher, Web­
ber, Maxwell, Gillette, Cothran and 
Murr.
The first few days each fall the dor­
mitory seems to be full of new girls. 
We miss the Seniors and the girls, 
there are always some who fail to re­
turn; but we are "Oh, so glad” to see 
our friends who have come back. It 
4. seems queer at first to be occrpjiirs* 
another room, possibly with another 
.roommate,
“Why the banisters have been var­
nished!”
“Look at the new paint!”
"This room has been papered!”
"Isn’t this a good looking run in 
here?”
We notice all sorts of Improvements 
but we find it hard to get used to the 
absence of many of our friends.
“Have you seen the Freshmen from 
■? They are terribly homesick. 
Let’s go down to their room. One of 
them knows-------.”
We go about greeting old friends 
and becoming acquainted with new 
ones. No one seems to be settled. The 
halls are full of trunks and open doors 
reveal the rather bare looking rooms 
that are nearly all in a great state of 
to which the town girls and faculty 
women are invited. Refreshments are 
disorder.
The Freshmen look on wonderingly 
when some girl comes in and is noisily 
and joyfully greeted by a dozen others.
-It is not long, however, before nearly 
everyone seems to have arrived and 
everybody seems to be acquainted with 
everybody else. The dorm settles 
down to its regular life. But it is such 
a wonderful place to the newcomer 
and there are so many girls. It al­
ways has the cheerful sound of being 
lived In.
It is not long before the dean calls 
a housemeeting. This gives the Fresh­
men various thrills. They intend to 
try to live up to the Ideals that are 
held up to them.
At Hallowe’en time there is great 
excitement—the dorm party. The girls 
at each table in the dining room plan 
a stunt. These are given at the party, 
served and then dancing is enjoyed. 
Girls certainly learn to enjoy dancing 
with each other when they come to the 
dorm.
Spreads are always considered quite 
an item in the life of a dorm girl. Per­
haps our spreads are a little bit dif­
ferent from the kind that are usually 
pictured. It really is seldom that we 
feast by candle light at unearthly 
hours, quaking with excitement at the 
thought of being caught. We and the
dean seem to take our spreads reason­
ably, and it may surprise some Fresh­
men to find the dean present at more 
than one spread. Of course sometimes 
she thinks we have too many, but we 
certainly enjoy them, 
a- At Christmas time most of us start; 
gaily for home, but we are glad to 
come back again to our dorm friends. 
Many changes usually occur between 
semesters. New girls come and some 
don’t return. As a rule a few changes 
in rooms and roommates are made.
At track time the excitement in the 
dorm is intense. A remarkably large 
number of girls seem to be stowed 
away in i t  The visitors have great 
times . Remembering their rooms and 
people’s names. It is an intense week. { 
I The time just flies from track until 
commencement, and then the partings 
are hard. Heretofore, the few under­
class girls who have stayed for com­
mencement have had a lonely time. 
However, this year we hope that more 
will remain for the real climax of the i 
year.
THE WOMEN’S LEAGUE.I
The Woman's league, which gave the 
delightful reception this morning to 
the women of the University and their 
guests, is one of the most effective or­
ganizations in the institution. Its 
membership includes practically all of 
the women students and the women on 
the faculty and wives of faculty mem­
bers. Its purpose is to promote good 
fellowship among the women of the 
University, to unify their interests, and. 
through its committees, to work out 
plans for their welfare and happiness. < 
As yet it is a young organization, j 
but we hope many things through its 
I efforts. In other institutions it has 
even an effective working body. It has 
proved its usefulness in countless ways 
in the Universities of Michigan and 
Colorado, and in other state univer­
sities as well. In Colorado the wom­
en’s league has established a loan fund 
to help women students who are work- 
| Ing their way. Many generous friends 
and alumni have contributed to the 
fund, and the league gives an annual 
charity ball to increase the amount. It 
gives teas and plays and picnics. It 
has committees to look after new girls 
and sick girls, in short, the women’s 
league is the women of the university 
| looking after themselves, and It is a 
{sound, democratic institution.
I The Women’s league In the Univer- •
"SPOONY ROCK.”
Out in the middle of the campus 
sits a large boulder, a sacred treasure 
of the students. It is perhaps the 
most popular thing on the ĉampus. 
Its name conveys the reason—and the 
name is “Spoony Rock.” In the fall 
when old friends come back to school 
and meet again after the summer’s 
vacation, this is the place to which 
they go to tell their experiences. As 
soon as the welcome shades of even­
ing begin to darken the campus circle, 
the reunited, sauntering slowly around 
the campus, naturally drift towards, 
old “Spoony.”’ Or, in the spring, 
when thoughts of three month’s sepa­
ration sadden the minds of the stu­
dents, where is there a better place 
to tell of how each one will be missed, 
than on the face of "Spoony” himself? 
Many a confidence has been whispered 
for his ear alone; many a secret has 
been spoken with "Spony” the only 
intruder. It is a great old rock and 
it is put to a great old use. You vis­
iting high school students who are 
meeting former high school chums, 
don’t be afraid if your old acquaint­
ance suggests a visit to the. joy of 
Montana’s students. Just go along 
and be introduced to good old "Spoony 
Rock."
FORMER TEACHER
PUBLISHES BOOK
Harriet L. Kutchin, who was an as­
sistant professor of biology at the 
University of Montana some years 
ago, is the author of a detailed study 
on the Peripheral Nervous System of 
Amphioxus published last O'ctober. 
The work was undertaken by Mrs. 
Kutchin while holding the Alice Free­
man Palmer fellowship of Wellesley 
college. The study is based on spe­
cies found in Bermuda waters and at 
Naples, the work being carried on at 
the Naples zoological station and at 
the Bermuda biological station.
The work is one of several hundred 
contributions from the zoological lab­
oratory of the museum of comparative , 
zoology at Harvard college and special 
honor is due Mrs. Kutchin, since she ■ 
Is one of the very few women whose i 
work has been published.
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HAMMOND BLOCK
r
sity of Montana has made a good be­
ginning, and in time will serve as 
broadly and efficiently here as in the I 
older universities.
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leaving to the public a literary letter | the other two members of the com-
and diary, recounting her dissatisfac- mittee, framed the bill, which, with
I tion with life. The case is typical, a few minor changes, is now before 
but more than usually significant. Be- congress, and since the bill has been
vhich the I introduced in congress, he has been
Cije tKHeefclj? llatmtu
__  I longinjg w •
. • .. . I close family relationship is the basic to Washington several times in
en.” This is a word taken from the language of the rlnclplei she cauld n0? escape from interest.
writing, or something In blaclt and white._________  £ surroundings; "educated” -The idea of a federal university
society
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
Pronounced "Kl-me 1 
Selish tribe and means
~ ~  by public schools and philanthropic I Washington was probably first sug-
Publlshed on Thursday of every week by the Associated Students of the Locletles away from the environment nested by George Washington. Since 
University of Montana. that had to be hers, she chafed at his time, many others have advocated
the hopelessness of the situation, and j tbe game idea and 5 years or so ago 
took the only avenue of escape her j tbjs jdea crystallized into a movement 
limited intelligence judged possible.
Her education had given her a dark- 
light that blazed on an isolated spot I washingt 
in life and hid everything else.
A contrary case is that of an emo­
tional, artistic girl of poetic tempera- ^
ment whom circumstances placed in recognized that Washington City of- 
a position of apparently hopeless fered extraordinary advantages for the 
drudgery. Her characteristic remark location of a university of high rank 
was: “I love to polish windows and because of the large amount of ma- 
Entered as second class mail matter at Missoula. Montana, under Act of mirrors. It's so much like clearing terial in the way of museums, sclen- 
Congress of March 8, 1879. the rubbish out of brooks." tific departments and laboratories, li-
Her education was electric. She braries, observatories, etc., that have 
The Staff. could turn the light on pleasant things been established there for the pur-
n Chief v '.  Merle Kettleweli I at will, and turn it away from ugli-|pose of carrying on the scientific and
Percy
OFFICIAL
PAPER
OF THE 
A. S. U. M.
to establish such a university at 
Washington as a memorial to George 
n, the university to bear
his name.
“In this latter movement it was
The only
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Reporters. |tion’ with environment a step toward | tional Association
W. Long, E. Stephenson, R. Jacobson, H. Hawk, J. Frye,
Templeton.
.ness. ■*' |other work of the government, and of
Stone I The simple factors of education do the presence in the government serv- 
The educated man does ice and elsewhere of a remarkable 
 1  _ . | t u.ii   i   i ti  ?roup of scientific men and scholars.
b   ̂ __. __ ,___I -At the annual meeting of the Na-
State Uni-
H e n l e y ,  E i g e m a n
and Company
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Right Prices 
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Lyden, P. the much-to-be desired uplift of the versifies in 1905. a report was read 
| masses. The college girl who takes a from a committee appointed the pre- 
I comprehensive knowledge of arts and vious year to consider the advisabil-
Business Manager  ............ ................... ................... ............  A. A. Clapper sciences into her home, and then ity of the establishment of a natlon-
............. , ,_____________  t t Ifin d s house-keeping the drudgery herjal university at Washington, to be the
Assistant Business Manager ....................... ...................................... mother found it, is not educated. Her head of the public educational system
Circulation Manager ....................................... . Bruce Hopper .college tra'ning is not to be blamed, of the country, bearing to the state
|  “ % -----:—'------- ------ :--------------------—---------------  ‘ ,  ——-|she herself lacks the intelligence to universities a relationship similar to
turn all her powers to use. the high schools and other educational
On the other hand, the little factory agencies in their respective states.
I girl who hears music in the whirring | -—■—-———————-
cion, its fraternal societies are pre- of wheels and grace in the dancing
FRIDAY, MAY 15, 1914.
“Education is not to make us 
seem to be greater to the world 
but the world and all life and 
all eternity greater and richer 
and more beautiful to us.”
EDUCATION.
senting a gala sho 
the scenes that have met -your eyes
REAL BASEBALL.
Baseball, without American slang 
to put true pepper into it, would be 
a sad affair at best. The Literary 
Digest prints an amusing account of 
the way the English see it. The fol­
lowing is an extract it gives from
Judging from of motes in the dusty sunlight, who 
says proudly, “I like my job,” is edu- 
. , S , _ icated in the direction of truly higherand from the entertainment and free- things.
dom from care that you have noticed it matters little what factors of
you may gain the impression that such education are used to bring about the ia aii |  HJH
scenes and such activities are the us- result. If music will do it, then music I E* 1)sh paper describing a game: 
ual course at the University of Mon- '8 the Practical education. The ob- whUe Sox-Soott started the pitch- 
tana. To those of you who in the com- U  sav* "I of S  He Is not a speolalist- He Can
ing fall expect to enter institutions of work. X love it so that I will re- afow
higher learning—and we hope that you move every condition that makes it I Gazing heavenward. he clasped
are planning on meeting us as fellow- | unpleasant, and fight for every prin- the bal, ln both bands to his face as
O w e n  K e l l y
KEY WE8T AND DOME8TIC 
CIGAR8.
Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes 
Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEHT 
CHOCOLATES.
“Meet Me at KellyV 
Florence Hotel Building
That education lies not in facts but 
in application , is strikingly made
the theme of - tlie “Dark Light” -- - ---- , ««ui >u uy»> PljJHB vWP— ------
?hich appears on this page. The students at the University of Montana! ciple ofsamtation.morality and eu* i£ offering an invocation. Then he 
™.v *hro„eh H  significance.!^ wigh to suggest mo8t forcibly | | | | a ., t h a t  ^  t t f t  | t t g  M
to you, that this life of outside activi- i
article may, throug  its ignificance, 
make us up a bit as to what our 
aims are in possessing ourselves of
.. (■the light.”. We may never be- called ties, is only occasional here, and is not 
jipon to alleviate by "it the squalid- at all the usual fare which is given 
ness of a Jewish tenement, nor yet to U8* The University of Montana is a J jege 
transform by it mechanical drudgery p]ace for galnlng an education. It is
i s a H i  „r»m  , » r r « T : » H i p
needs whatever they ing. We work here, and we work
raised both hands above his head and, 
springing into the air, hurled the ball 
I with terrific force at the luckless 
THE CO-ED PROM. batsman, who seemed quite unper-"
Girls who have never attended col- | turbed and, hitting the ball smartly
hurled his clubor boarding school seldom can Ialon® the ground,
, , . away and dashed for the first base,imagine a co-ed prom—a real dance
ply
may be.' hard.
I Many people doubt the college grad- University, the College of Law, the 
uate’s power of adaptation. Dr. Rus- j School of Pharmacy, the School of 
sell Conwell of the Baptist temple,
.Having gained this successfully, 
with programs and escorts, but with no whenever the pitcher looked as tho he 
H I  , I men. However, they are always pleas- were about to deliver the ball to the
The respective schools of the | antly 8urprised. second batsman, the first batsman at-
Each year, usually in October or No- | tempted to steal some ground toward 
vember, the girls of the University give Ithe second base but was driven back
by the pitcher hurling the ball sud-
For a Cup of
Good Coffee and 
Quick Lunch
Goto
The Coffee Parlor
sell on ell of the aptist te ple, Forestry> and the College of Letters Nowadavs to this affair  t e itc er r,i & t e all s -Philadelphia, has gone so far as to , where ™ r  prom’ Nowadays, to this arrair, I denly to the fieider on the first base.
®  “a higher education often | and Sciences are a11 P10 .̂........ ...... about half of the girls go as men, tak- Meanwhne two members of the bat­
ing the other half. It is a great time ting team atand 0ut near the first 
for "crushes”—some girls do make such and third bases shouting advice to the 
handsome men! The older girls look batsman and hurling taunts at the 
forward to making the prom better | pi^ b®r and tlm fielders, 
than ever and the new girls look for-
that ten.
■robs a person of his higher instincts daily delve into the secrets of knowl- 
so that he is unfitted to serve either edge. We labor here, and we labor 
God or man. Moreover, many college wXti1 a purpose. We are here to gain 
Wen are guilty of a too. liberal qual- l n educatlon and we strive for that 
ity of self-esteem.” This may be the 
case (we ’doubt it), but at any rate I £oal We have Our social functions,
Scott, backed up by wonderful 
fielding (catching and fielding that-. — uu““v "— — —' ---- ... qt,j tho mitilriP ---- ----- ----- --------  n iam te enm a i ia n iit is a warning. It does depict a our athletic events, and the o u t s a . | . a tQ the novelty> Everyone is in- shouid be an object-lesson to English
danger lurking in an education not affairs that go to relieve from the I terested- Everyone enjoys it and cricketers), proved too good for the
wisely used. The “college snob” from stratn 0f constant effort,—but just give everyone is happy and tired after- Giants, and the three batsmen were
which most western institutions are« this suggestion thought, prospective . dismissed without a run being scored,
however, comparatively 'free, is one . . .   tbat there are other things . . no batsman being able to gain thewho has failed to direct the light ^to students ^ a t there are ^  A group of active girls instituted the L e base ^  gstartIng on hi8 ca-
proper channels. Such a person here than mere pleasure. co-ed prom about six years ago. On |reer
should be an everlasting reminder of and join us at the opening of the next thUj occaalon the party was colonial. in’ a twinkling, again an object
the broader uses we may make of a C3llege year, ln our labors and in our become an iesson to English cricketers, the
/ lA lla ira  o n n r s p  T h ftP P  nPA n t l lA r  t .V n ea . w  r  I ^ .
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114 E. Mam St. Missoula.
college course. ere are other types, 
too, of college people who have mis­
directed their knowledge. It is they 
who prove the epigrammatic state­
ment of Dr. Conwell, “A person who 
has his brain developed at the ex­
pense of his heart is as dangerous 
as dynamite.".
pleasures.
THE DARK LIGHT
annual affair, and for the last three 
years .it has been a fancy dress mas­
querade.
VISITORS.
There are lights and lights. There 
the radiance of moon and stars on 
lonesome plains; there is the glare of
PRO-NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
POSED.
One of the many movements for ^
|electric light in city streets; there are Ieducational advancement in the United Ibome pa8e 
I the brill1 ant bulbs of houses and I states in which Dr. Brown Ayres, 1 
homes; the lighthouse of the sailor; president of the University of Ten-
You have arrived in Missoula and me dark-light of the thief. None of Lessee, is deeply interested and one 
are guests of the University of Mon- these will serve the purpose of the L0 which he has devoted a great deal 
tana at a time when it is possible for other. If the moon and stars alone of tlme during the past nine years.
t a i t  #j light up th© streets of the city, that hs ĥe movement for the establish-
;you to gain an incorrect Impression of wUl be £iUed wlth vice and crime, ment of a great national university 
.the university and student life here. bu(, give a thief a cluster of electric to be l0Cated at Washington, to be 
‘You are here at a time of unusual ac- Hghts and he must go out of busi- tbe head of the educational system in I 
tivity and when the spirit of festivity I ness. : America. He is one of the authors of I.  ̂ runs to 0
is prevailing above all else. It is a I To attempt to flood a room with an L bm now before congress providing | ' *
. . . .  , ... _aurora borealis would be as ill-timed £or me establishment of this univer-time of freedom from university work . ___ *. 4,a,i.an• , I as the endeavor to string the AiasKan ls ity .
■ and a period of rest from duties for the . ĝ .y w-ith incandescence. Yet the up- Er. Ayres is one of the members 
university students. We are here to 0f the masses is supposed to de- |o£ the committee of three appointed 
entertain you this week and for the pend merely upon turning a switch |«n 1905 by the National Associati
Giants were out on the field, Faber 
I ready ,to pitch and the White Sox 
ready to bat. Faber, the Giants’ 
pitcher, proved too good and again 
a blank score sheet. No score in the 
next three innings, though the spec­
tators were roused to enthusiasm by 
[three wonderful catches taken at 
least one hundred yards from the 
Evans and one
by Magee.
Then a roar of delight. Weaver, 
of the White Sox, hit the ball fair 
and square among the spectators on 
the far side of the ground, so gain­
ing a “home run” or complete round­
er while bringing another man home 
front of him. So at the end of 
their third inning the White Sox led
J.D. Rowland
Jeweler and Optician 
Repairing a specialty
' 114 East Main Street 
Missoula, Montana
beg to be excused!
The members of the Missoula Cham­
ber of Commerce entertained this
accomolishment of this end our d u t i e s  land letting in the mythological light, jof state Universities for the purpose | noon at a luncheon. Their guests in-
A L W U ip  1 W I _ J* .A rr n e /U a a a  f t f  I f  a  O n n lif i f l  H fif i I _ j*_ I • •-/. .vi. . . • - i - .
are put aside and
vice. The different organizations or 1 In tbc 
the university, its faculty, its publica- | recently.
we are at vnnr ser education, regardless of its application of adVancing this movement, and has cjuded the men of the university fac- 
- problem in hand. since that time taken a most active and the vlsltin hlgb school ±Tin_
ew'sh quarter of Chicago, part in enlisting support from other 
girl of 26 drank poison, | educational organizations. He, with | ciPals._________________________
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to sheet music. Popular 
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One of the most successful branches 
of college activity, and and from which
greatly pleased an appreciative Mis­
soula audience.
CONUON m s s  
HAVE BEEN SUCCESS
much fun and enjoyment is derived, 
quite distinct from the athletic view­
point, is our college dramatics. This 
year the university students and mem­
bers of the dramatic club staged two 
plays; the first, Barrie’s “Quality 
Street,” and the second, Clyde Pitch’s 
"Her Own Way.”
"Quality Street” was under the di­
rection of Mrs. Reynolds, former in­
structor of dramatic art at the uni­
versity, and it is needless to add that 
from a director's view point, the play 
was entirely successful.
The leading part was presented by ] 
Miss Grace Mathewson, while Gregory i 
Powell played her opposite and played ! 
a delightful lover’s part.
Miss Mathewson rivalled her sister 
Alice as a dramatic performer, and to 
those who know of the ability of the i 
older sister, the role presented by Missj 
Grace was quite unsurpassed. Her dic­
tion was especially good, her pose quite j 
professional, vivacious and enjoyable, j
Mr. Powell was earnest in manner,, 
of easy graceful pose, not a bit self- 
conscious and took the part of the gay 
young lieutenant in good style.
Special mention must also be given 
to Miss Evelyn Stephenson, and Eunice 
Dennis for the careful handling of very 
difficult character parts.
To Mr. Stone, Mr. Kelly and Mr. 
Owsley clever acting in the "Couch 
Scene” was greatly appreciated by the 
audience.
Mr. Hopper also did himself much 
credit as an officer in the king’s army, 
and it will be sufficient to say that the 
first offering of the dramatic club I
P R O F E S S O R  ROWE!  
MAKES CHART
Professor Rowe always has a sys­
tem. No matter what the proposition 
he has a certain way of handling it 
which insures its neat execution.
Years ago when the interscholastic 
was in its Infancy Professor Rowe 
took up the reins. As the meet grew 
in magnitude its managing became a 
serious question. Just at this point, 
enter "the system.”
This year Dr. Rowe obtained all the 
track meet bulletins issued by nearly 
every institution conducting a scho­
lastic meet and after a close compar­
ison devised a short, simple and com­
plete schedule. This work of brains 
made its appearance Tuesday upon 
our various bulletin boards.
The schedule is intended for the in­
formation of Montana students and 
faculties and for all visitors concern­
ing every parlcipant in the events of 
the week.
He who desires to know what dele­
gations are coming, from what high 
school, on what train, the time and 
place of arrival, the events entered, 
the chaperone and the coach, has but 
to glance at the chart and every de­
tail is at his command.
Too much praise can not be given | 
Dr. Rowe and his ass'stants in ar­
ranging such a convenient and de­
tailed information sheet. Under this 
system, no confusion can result from 
greater numbers of entries and no vis­
itor can escape “un-cubby holed.”
DR. KEMP TO SPEAK 
AT COMMENCEMENT
Dr. Kemp has been selected by sev­
eral high schools to deliver the com­
ment ement addresses to the graduat­
ing students. The first will be the 
Columbus high school. May 21; the 
school at Ravalli. May 22; the third to 
Missoula, May 28; then follows ad­
dresses at Glasgow. Havre, and Ana- 
concu, lasting until June 12. He will 
deliver s.immcr school lectures at the 
Rosebud Lake camp near Red L-tdg*.
The second play, "Her Own Way,” 
by Clyde Fitch, was also a decided hit. 
Mrs. Macleod of the dramatic depart­
ment of the university, had the play 
under her very able direction and it 
was in every way a decided success.
The characters of the play were chos­
en with a view of fitting the part to 
those students to whom the parts were 
given, and we will say that Mrs. Mac- 
leod's cast was admirably chosen.
The plot, while simple, was pleasing 
in every way to the large audience and 
the clever presentation is in a large 
measure due to the remarkable clever­
ness of Mrs. MacLeod.
Miss Grace Saner, as Genean Carly, 
an old maid aunt, was most artistically 
rendered. Her acting spoke of fond­
nesses, gentlenesses and wonderful con­
trol under trying circumstances. She 
was easily the star of the evening.
Carl Cameron’s work deserves spec­
ial mention. His was a difficult part 
and well given. Ills control was 
splendid, his diction clear at all times, 
and his cuteness very appropriate in 
various occasions.
Colin Clement, Gregory Powell, Diana 
Uline and Evelyn Stephenson also de­
serve special consideration. Their act­
ing was finished, full of vigor and en­
ergetic.
With two such splendid plays, well 
executed, and well trained, we hope 
that next year, it is our earnest wish 
and desire that we take greater inter­
est in our dramatics, make them a firm 
and recognized cog in our collegiate 
wheel, and by so doing, we will have 
annexed an important asset in collegi­
ate department.
MUSIC TEACHERS ARE 
HONORED
Professor and Mrs. De Loss Smith 
and Mrs. W. E. Moore were honored 
guests in Hamilton last week, having 
gone at the Invitation of the Hamilton 
Music Club to assist in a concert pro­
gram given at the Lucas opera house 
Wednesday evening. The Music Club 
rendered a number of beautiful cho­
ruses from "St. Cecelia’s Day." In­
terspersed with the choral numbers 
were solo groups by the musicians 
from - Missoula.
The numbers rendered by Professor 
Smith were arranged in three groups. 
The first was “The Sword of Ferrara" 
(Bullard), and “The Moon Drops Low” 
(Cadman); the second, “Rolling Down 
to Rio” (German), "Love Is a Bubble” 
(Allitsen), and “Because” (d’Harde- 
lot); and the third, “Anld Dr. Mc­
Ginn” (Lehr), and “The Home Run” 
(De Loss Smith).
Mrs. Smith played the accompani­
ments for all the numbers sung by her 
husband and by Mrs. Moore; she al30 
played a solo number, "Valse Bril- 
llante” (Moszkowskl), and “Hexen 
Tauz” (MacDowell.) Enthusiastic ap­
preciation comes from Hamilton prais­
ing the musical treat offered by these 
well-known artists of Missoula.
at Bozeman summer school, and at the 
Montana Wesleyan summer school 
From this program, covering two 
months, can be obtained merely a hint 
of the enormous amount of work done 
by Dr. Kemp, head of the education 
department and summer school of the 
university. He is always busy and his 
reputation throughout tne state is evi­
dent from the fact that six Montana 
high schools entrust him witn ine last 
words of ti-Jvice io their departing 
graduates.
Gallatin county has always been 
noted for her aggressiveness as shown 
by one of her representatives who ac­
costed Dr. Reynolds in the main hall 
with, "Hello, there, neighbor." The 
doctor Immediately asked the boys to 
get out.
Remember the advertisers in this pa­
per.
WEEKLY TALKS THROUGH THE 
YEAR HAVE BEEN MUCH EN­
JOYED BY STUDENTS.
Weekly convocation exercises have 
[ been held during the year. These ex­
ercises were reinstituted after having 
been given up for a year. There was 
a very general feeling that there should 
1 be some regular time for the coming 
together of all students with the fac­
ulty. Such a meeting was thought to 
tend towards making all acquainted 
with one another. At such a meeting 
it was possible to spread more widely 
and effectively than in any other way 
a knowledge relating, to general uni­
versity affairs.
The committee in charge has under­
taken the work of bringing to the uni­
versity all available persons who, by 
occupation, training or experience 
might have something to say to stu­
dents and faculty worthy of their at­
tention. While Missoula is located 
away from the great centers of popu­
lation, a considerable number of peo­
ple come this way and are sufficiently 
interested in us to stop off for a visit 
at the university. It has been the 
policy to invite such people to ad­
dress the students. A university by 
its very nature is a place where in­
formation, knowledge and experience 
are brought for mutual exchange. The 
students should be given as wide an 
acquaintance with men and affairs as 
possible. Novelty is a large element 
In all instruction. The man from the 
| outside comes with a certain. interest 
| that does not belong to the people 
| with whom' all are more or less ac­
quainted. The man from the outside j 
often brings to the students just the ! 
thing that is so hard for a university ■ 
to cultivate and keep—active touch | 
with life, that air of verisimilitude 
lacking in class room and laboratory, 
and that inexorableness which belongs 
to the real world.
The committee have sought to bring 
the members of the faculty in turn be- j 
fore all the students. Many students j 
very naturally do not make an intel- i 
lectual acquaintance, much less a per- : 
sonal acquaintance with the men who j  
teach in departments other than those i 
they attend. This spread of general ; 
acquaintance is most desirable., It | 
makes students more sympathetic and j 
appreciative of work they know only 
by name; it tends to familiarize them 
with the points of view in these other ! 
lines and to set their problems in re- i 
lation to branches of knowledge; it 
serves to recruit departments with ! 
students who have a natural ability i 
for the work, but who would not 1 
otherwise know about the work.
The convocation is the social clear- ! 
ing house for social affairs. A uni- | 
versify must have unity on its social 
as well as its intellectual side. A 
young university must develop a char- : 
acter and this character must in some 
way grow out of the individual char- j  
acters that make up the student bodj 
and the faculty. This means that some 
common sentiment must spread among ! 
the students and be accepted by them.! 
Such a process is greatly enhanced by I 
a common meeting. The second ele­
ment in unifying and solidifying the j 
students into one common sentiment: 
is singing. Singing has been the or- j 
ganizing agent among all peoples and i 
in all times. University spirit is bound \ 
up with singing; there is no university 
spirit where there is no singing. The 
aim has been to make the singing the 
second most prominent feature of the j 
convocation. It is thought that when j 
the students learn a body of songs at j 
convocation, they will sing these atj 
their own gatherings and so spread j 
the songs themselves and bind all into j 
more close union.
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THE CORNER STORE
We cater to University students. 
See us for candies and school supplies. 
Across the street from the High School. 
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If there is anything you would like 
to see ask some student to show it to 
you.
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Company
J. M. SWAN GO, Mgr.
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INSTRUCTORS GATHER AND JOIN 
THE NATIONAL ORGANIZA­
TIONS OF PEDAGOGUES.
A long step forward was made yes­
terday by representatives of teachers 
of English in schools of Montana. More 
than 20 English teachers of promi­
nence in the-state met' in the high 
school yesterday afternoon and or­
ganized the Montana Council of the 
'Teachers of English. Dr. G. F. Reyn­
olds of the university presided over the 
meeting, and called upon Professor W. 
F. Brewer of the state college to re­
port the results of investigations made 
by him as to conditions of English 
teaching in the state.
“Inequality of standards” Professor 
Brewer found to be the great weak­
ness. Some teachers are required to 
care for 130 pupils, and some have not 
more than 13. The National Council 
of English Teachers makes 80 pupils 
the largest number to be given any 
teacher. With more than 80- pupils, 
the teacher must either slight his work 
or go insane. Professor Brewer raised 
also the question of definite standards 
of aim—whether cultural or utilitarian. 
Much discussion followed, keenly crit­
ical of existing methods and to the 
point. State Superintendent Davee 
stated that in the 80 high schools 
which he had had occasion to visit in. 
Montana he found English less 
efficiently taught than sciences, 
and that he believed that 
there was an attempt to teach 
itoo much in both grades and 
high schools. Personal experiences, 
aims and ideals were added by many 
of the teachers present, making the 
discussion of practical benefit. The 
outcome was the adoption of a consti­
tution to govern the organization.
The Officers.
Officers were elected, making G. F. 
Reynolds president; Miss Lucy Car- 
son of Dillon, vice president; Miss 
Dougherty of Glasgow,, secretary- 
treasurer. These officers, with Miss 
Stone of' Great Falls, and W. F. Brew­
er of Bozeman, constitute an executive 
committee to work in co-operation with 
the national bureau of education in 
an effort to establish uniform stand­
ards of effective and intelligent teach­
ing of English.
A Social Hour.
Following the business session, 
there was a social hour in the domestic 
science rooms, with refreshments 
served by the English teachers of the 
Missoula county high school, Misses 
Rich, Shuart, Wright and Ronan. 
Among the guests were State Superin­
tendent H. A. Davee, Professors Brew­
er, Reynolds, Coffman, Holliday, Lin­
coln, Ketcham, Misses Lucy Carson of 
Dillon, Bess Adams of Bozeman, Mc­
Cracken of Hamilton, Llqulnn of Liv­
ingston, Kessen of Columbus, Stone of 
Great Falls, Dougherty of Glasgow, 
Mary Stewart of Missoula.
"The unique characteristic of the 
present movement is that it provides 
for the creation of a national univer­
sity at Washington which shall' be 
strictly of graduate grade, one of the 
provisions being that no student be 
admitted to the university unless he 
phall have obtained a degree of mas­
ter of science or master of arts from 
some institution of recognized stand­
ing, or who shall have pursued a 
course of study equivalent to that re­
quired for such a degree. The bill also 
provides that all of the various federal 
departments at Washington shall be
open to the use of the graduate stu­
dents so far as this is possible, with­
out interference with the principal 
functions of such institutions. By 
these limitations and advantages, the 
university would he lifted entirely out 
of competition with state universities 
or other higher institutions of the 
country, and would supplement the ex­
isting institutions, so as to give us for 
j'the first time in America a graduate 
institution comparable with such in 
stitutions as the University of Berlin 
and the University of Paris. No such 
institution exists in this country at the 
present time. The greatest institutions, 
I such as Harvard, Columbia and Chi­
cago, are to a considerable extent un­
dergraduate schools, and permeated by 
an undergraduate atmosphere.
“The presence of a great national 
university would remove from the 
state universities the necessity of pro- 
vlding extensive ibraries and equip­
ment in order to give to. their gradu­
ates (lie best educational opportuni­
sts' as such graduates would be di­
rected to the national university for 
advanced instruction.
'to existing institution could lake 
the place of a national university in 
-fiction to the state university. The 
state universities being the head of 
the public schools, the head of the 
national system • must be a public
v ccl. having the same ideals of pub­
lic service as characterize the state 
umve’Mties themselves. This would 
iniy \ that the national university 
should give due opportunity for ad­
vanced research in rural economics, 
industrial arts and agriculture, phases 
of graduate study that have never 
been properly stressed in any private 
institution in this country.
"The present movement will succeed 
ultimately because of its being a clear 
cut expression of a national need.
Washington State College—Over 
250 trained participants render­
ing both vocal and instdumental 
selections in four excellent concerts 
made the Eighth Annual May Music 
festival the success which was an­
ticipated. Besides the local musical 
talent which took part in the event 
there were five outside choruses: The 
Lorelei Club, 40 voices; the North 
Central high school chorus, 60 voices, 
and the Lewis and Clark high school 
chorus, 40 voices, all of Spokane; the 
Lyric Glee club, 35 voices, of Cheney 
Normal school, and the Girls Glee club 
of the Oakesdale high school, . 25 
voices.—Evergreen.
A wireless service is in use at the 
Washington state college by means of 
which daily reports are exhibited on 
a bulletin board of news of national 
importance.
Harvard—Harvard university and the 
University of Chili are considering an 
annual exchange of professors. This is 
a continuation of the exchange of pro­
fessorship plan which already includes 
France, Germany and Japan—Illinois 
Wesleyan Argus.
Oregon—“You are no longer boys; 
you are men from this time on,” ap­
plause .drowned the rest of Hugo Bez- 
dek’s speech Saturday afternoon at the 
Green Cap cremation. A huge bonfire 
was ready. Oskar Wiest was respons­
ible for that.
Reluctantly over 200 green caps—at 
least some of them were green caps, 
luuugn some were Oiuy oils ujl raueu 
green xeit neia togeiner uy surety pms 
auti corn—over zuu went into me bar­
rel provided to hold the historic re­
mains of the sign of servitude.
No death dirge, solemn and spine
tingling, accompanied the crackling, 
hissing flames that crept into the bar­
rel and then, after a moment’s thought, 
burst into a leaping red column that 
finally died down to a perfectly re­
spectable bonfire.
The freshmen girls, with shoulders 
drooping, hearts in their mouths and 
loyal to the last, stood consolingly 
near their bereaved brothers. Came a 
sob and a giggle simultaneously. The 
great tension relieved, the now rather 
happy and distinctly proud freshmen 
filed, bareheaded, off the field. They 
were, indeed, men now
Oregon co-eds have organized a 
baseball team, and will work for their 
letter.
I Missouri—The College of Agriculture 
is arranging to send collections of 
plants and weeds that are important to 
Missouri and collections of typical Mis­
souri soils to the high schools of the 
state that teach agriculture. Diseased 
plants, representing the important 
diseases that affect the crops of Mis­
souri, will be sent also.
These collections are prepared by 
the department of soil, farm crops and 
entomology. They will be furnished 
to the high schools at cost. The col­
lections will aid the teacher greatly in 
the teaching of agriculture. They 
will be ready for distribution by next 
September—Daily Miss.
[ Yale—The likes and dislikes of the
| present senior class at Yale were aired 
last week through their class votes. 
Princeton was almost unanimously 
voted the favorite college, next to 
Tale, receiving 200 votes to 47 for 
Harvard. The class voted football 
their favorite game to watch, 215 fav­
oring the game as against 62 who 
voted for baseball. Tennis secured 
the call of favorite games to play, re­
ceiving 108 votes, baseball was again 
second with 61 votes; golf third, with 
38, and football fourth, with 24.
The theater was voted the class’ 
favorite amusement, with 84 votes, the 
"movies” 19, reading 17, bridge 13, 
dancing 12, tennis 12, golf 8, and mo­
toring 7. Of the class which num­
bers 278, a total of 46 men are sons 
of fathers who were Yale graduates.— 
Exchange.
Kansas—One credit is to be given 
those that attend chapel, which are 
held twice a week.
50-yard dash — Denny, Flathead. 
Time, : 05 2-5.
100-yard dash—Belden, Fergus. Time, 
:10 2-6.
220-yard dash — Denny, Flathead. 
Time, : 231-5.
440-yard dash — Hauser, Anaconda. 
Time, : 53 4-5.
880-yard dash — Jones, Missoula. 
Time, 2:06.
Mile run—Crum, Helena. Time, 
4:41 2-5.
' High hurdles — Dinsmore, Missoula. 
Tima : 16 2-6.
Low hurdles — Calbick, Flathead. 
Time, : 26 4-5.
Broad jump—Gish, Missoula. Dis­
tance, 21 feet 5% inches.
High jump—Logan, Gallatin. Dis­
tance, 5 feet 71-8 inches.
Pole vault—Denny, Flathead. Dis­
tance, 10 feet 9% inches.
Shotput—Britain, Gallatin. Distance, 
43 feet 3% inches.
Hammer throw—Larimer, Billings. 
Distance, 146 feet
Discuss hurl — Trainor, Missoula. 
Distance, 113 feet 6 Inches.
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THE GIRLS' DECLAMATION VISITORS SEE COUNTRY
E
No 
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Than $20
IN THE FIRST INSTALLMENT OF 
THE CO-EDS BATTLE MUCH 
TALENT IS SHOWN.
EIGHTY AND MORE CARS TAKE 
CONTESTANTS AND FRIENDS 
OUT FOR A RIDE.
S T O P  A T  T H E
BITTER ROOT INN
Located in the Bitter Root 
Valley. Table d’ Hote Lunch­
eon and Dinners. Good Service.
W m .  G e b h a r t ,  M g r .  R e a s o n a b l e  P r i c e s
Get
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APPEARANCE
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come from
V
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WHITE LUNCH
Your Place to Eat
A New Place A Clean Place 
Cafeteria Service
Motto, Cleanliness and Quick Service 
310 Higgins Avenue Missoula, Montana
a l w a y s  r e u a b l c -
The girls' declamatory contest was 
attended, as was the boys’ of last 
evening, by a record-breaking crowd. 
The program was made up of selec­
tions which were comparatively new 
to the audience and avoided the rath*' 
er trying situation of having duplicate 
numbers.
Bach declaimer held tne interest and 
attention of her audience well despite 
the great length of the program. The 
audience was generous in its applause 
for all numbers, and the declamations 
themselves were well chosen and 
spirited.
It is quite impossible to give even 
,a forecast of the probable winners 
since this evening the four remaining 
numbers of the program are to be 
given.
Professor Brcvrer of the Montana 
state college presided. After making 
several graceful remarks concerning 
his appreciation and thanks for the 
treatment he has enjoyed during his 
visit here, and bringing to the uni­
versity greetings from his college, he 
introduced the speakers of the even- 
ing.
The program follows:
Music ..............................  Orchestra
The Music Master .....  Charles Klein
May Riach, Great Falls.
In the ToUs of the Enemy ............
Ruth Line, Colupibus.
The Boy Orator of Zepata City.....
................  Richard Harding Davis
Elizabeth Beaver, Rridger.
The Swan Song ...........................
............... Katherine Ritter Brooks
Bernice J. Chapman, Eureka.
Aunt Elnora’s Hero .............. .’.......
.....  Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward
Elsie Kremer, Belgrade.
A$usic ..............................  Orchestra
Patsy .......................... Kate Wiggin
Hazel Baird, Stevensvllle.
The Soul of the Violin ......... Merrittj
Bertha Bretzke, Glasgow.
Little Brown Baby Wid’ Sparkling !
Eyes ........  Paul Laurence Dunbar i
Dorothy Toung, Laurel.
The FU11 of Georgle Bassett............
.......................... Booth Tarkington |
Gladys Wasson, Victor.
Vocal Solo ..................................... |
Mrs. T. A. Price.
The End of the Task .... Bruno Lessing . 
Ada Baker, Plains.
Helene Thamre ..................... ......... I
...... Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. Ward i
Geraldine Galvin, Harlowton.
From a Far Country .....  Anonymous |
Dorothy Powell, Billings.
Jean Valjean ~ Victor Hugo j 
Ludle McCracken, Park cunty.
The Wheels of Time ............ Barclay j
Camille Polutnlk, Belt.
Mrs. Ripley’s Visit .... Hamlin Garland i 
Ardls Perrine, Sweet Grass County, j 
The following declamations will be | 
delivered as part of the program of; 
Friday evening:
Patsy .......... .............. Kate Wiggin
Alice Jordan, Anaconda.
Sweet Girl Graduate ........... ...........
Marie Dcrfee, Granite County.
The Going of the White Swan .......
P _ ___ _ __ ______ Gilbert Parker ;
Lena M. Dorsey, Helena.
A Few Bars in the Key of G __ _
__________ Clifton C. Osbourne ;
Fredericks Hawkes, Butte.
The musical numbers were most en­
joyable and encores were persistently ; 
called for.
This morning at ten o’clock between 
eighty and one hundred autos lined up 
on the university oval to take the con­
testants of the 11th annual interscho­
lastic meet on a sight-seeing run 
about Missoula and the surrounding 
territory. The big pathfinder car led 
the hundred crowded, ribbon and pen­
nant decorated autos out to the fort, 
then back to Missoula and to Green- 
ougb Park, then through the residence 
district back again to the university. 
Everyone was covered with dust of the 
trip, but through the dust there were 
smiles which showed that everyone 
had enjoyed the ride.
The university Is very grateful to 
the citizens of Missoula for their re- i 
sponse to the call for autos. By this 
good donation over foul- hundred vis- j 
itors and friends became acquainted j 
with the garden city and the surround- ! 
ing country.
MUCH NOISE PULLED 
AT THE TRACK MEETS
MANY DELEGATES KEPT 
FIELD RINGING WITH 
CHEERS.
THE
To Butte and Great Falls go the 
honors for the most peppery visiting 
crowds. Butte was larger in number 
and sq could make the more noise but 
the Great Falls boys probably made 
the best hit of any of the rooting sec­
tion. The fife and drum corps which 
they had with them started work as 
soon as they landed and they kept it 
up until the meet was over. Clad In 
their blue and white clown suits, they 
made a pretty picture as they went 
up and down the street rolling the 
drums and blowing the fife with the 
old spirit of '76. Helena also had a 
happy crowd. They consisted for the 
most part of girls but they were there 
with all the enthusiasm of boys. Sev­
eral others had fair sized crowds, but 
these were the biggest factors in the 
noise making.
Missoula had her usual large rooting j 
gang back of her both days. Pete j 
Roberts, yell master, clad In purple 
and gold noise, made the field ring 
often with the Missoula yells.
SIGMA CHIS MEET 
AT ANNUAL FEAST
The Sigma Chis of Montana met last 
night at their annual banquet, the 
meeting being made more auspicious 
by the presence of William Brothers, 
one of the national officers of the fra­
ternity. Harold Blake of Anaconda 
acted as toastmaster. Fred Angevine, 
Paul Dornblazer, William Brothers, A. 
J. Roberts and C. B. Brown responded j 
to toasts. Yesterday morning the ac­
tive men of the local chapter met the 
alumni in a baseball game, which was 
won by the undergraduates, by a score | 
of 7 to 5.
Remember the advertisers in this pa­
per.
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Company
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one time. Heats instantly. Easily 
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MISSOULA, MONTANA.
'EMPRESS
Matinee Daily, 2 to 5 P. M.
PRESENTING
Thomas W. Ross
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“CHECKERS”
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and stirring situations.
EMPRESS PIPE ORGAN AND 
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Adults, 15c Children, 10c.
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Y o u n g  M e n
S A V E  T H E
D I F F E R E N C E
Don’t think because 
you paid $30 last Spring 
for a suit that you’ve got 
to do it now. Just come 
here and see our New 
Spring Line at $15 and 
be convinced.
Peers & White
314 Higgins Avenue
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GALLATIN EASILY WINS
(■Continued From Page One.)
latin was third, Murphy Running 
fourth.
Missoula’s hopes were dashed again 
in the final heat of the century dash. 
The little colored sprinter of Butte 
walked away from the field, winning 
by five yards. Watkins of Great Falls 
was second and Murphy of Missoula 
third. Phelps equalled the state in­
terscholastic record of 10 2-5 seconds 
[ in his race.
880-Yard Run
I Kemp and Stick t of Missoula ran 
away with the 880-yard run in handy- 
fashion, taking first and second place 
from a big field. Kemp came within 
two seconds of the record set last 
spring by Jones of Missoula. Goucher 
of Billings made a pretty fight for 
second place, but was beaten by Stlcht 
in a brilliant sprint down the stretch.
220-Yard Dash
I Phelps won the big event of the day, 
the 220-yard dash, by six inches from 
Murphy of Missoula. Both men evi­
dently were exhausted and the time 
was 2-5 seconds lower than that of 
the heats in which the two sprinters 
beat each other yesterday. Grant of 
Flathead was a poor third. The race 
was the feature of the afternoon and
Co-eds fall for our
ICE
CREAM
We have the handiest 
Soda Fountain for 
all University 
Students
We carry a full stock 
of Candy, University 
Pennants and Pillow 
Tops.
SOUTH SIDE PHARMACY
M I D W A Y
C A F E
319 N. Higgins.
For night orders, call phone 
418 Blk.
CLAUDE FELTS
Palace Hotel
<KI»
EXCELLENT CAFE 
o<=>o
Reasonable Prices
<K=X)
$1.00 AND UP
Great Falls .third. Time, : 05 3-5.
Second heat—DeVore, Gauatin, I
first; Bailey, Great Falls, second; I 
Jacqueth, Flathead, third. Time,!
: 05 3-5.
Third heat—Murphy, Missoula, first; 
Luce, Gallatin, second; Hubber, Belt, 
third. Time, : 05 3-6.
Fourth heat—Rowand, Helena, iirst; 
Grant, Flathead, second; Covert, Bill­
ings, third. Time, : 05 4-5.
Heat for second men—Luce, Gal-| 
latin, first; Bailey, Great Falls, sec­
ond; Johnson, Helena, third. Time, 
:05 3-5.
Final Heat, 50-Yard Dash. 
Phelps, Butte, first; DeVore, Galla­
tin, second; Luce, Giallatin, third. 
Time, : 05 2-5.
Final Heat, 100-Yard Dash. 
Phelps, Butte, first; Watkins, Great 
Falls, second; Murphy, Missoula, 
third. Time, :10 2-5.
Final heat, 220-Yard Ltow Hurdles. 
Howard, Gallatin, first; Cooper, 
Hamilton, second; Rowand, Helena, 
third. Time, : 27 2-5.
Final Heat, 880-Yard Run 
Kemp, Missoula, first; Sticht, Mis
I soula, second; Goucher, Billings, thirc 
Time, 2:08.
Final Heat, 220-Yard Dash 
Phelps, Butte, first; Murphy, Mis 
soula, second; Grant, Flathead, third 
Time, :23 2-5.
Finals, 120-Yard Hurdles 
Covert, Billings, first; Howard, Gal 
latin, second; Denny, Missoula, third 
Time, :17.
/^Finals, 440-Yard Dash 
Foster, Missoula first; Gillette 
Great Falls, second; Goucher, Billings 
third. Time, :55.
Broad Jump Finals 
Anderson, Anaconda, first; McAu 
liffe, Butte, second; Hanson, Flatheac 
third. Distance, 20 feet 10% inches.
Pole Vault Finals 
McAuliffe, Butte, first; Howard 
Gallatin, second; A. Anderson, Mis 
soula, third.
In the pole value, the mark set wa
II feet 3% inches, breaking the forme 
record, 10 feet 9V& inches.
DEVORE,
the crowd went mad as the two run­
ners came fighting down the stretch. 
Both ran beautifully, but Phelps came 
into the stretch with a six-inch lead 
[and held it to the tape.
Covert of Billings beat Howard of 
Gallatin and Denny of Missoula by a 
nose in one of the prettiest hurdle 
races ever seen on Montana field. He 
covered the distance in 17 seconds, the 
fastest time registered in half a dozen 
interscholastic meets Howard, Galla­
tin’s star, ran second and Denny third.
Foster of Missoula led the field in 
the quarter all the way round the 
track and finished well ahead of Gil­
lette of Great Falls, who won second 
honors. Goucher of Billings won third.
Summary.
The summary follows:
Hammer Throw, Finals.
Cherry, Stevenaville, first; Stiles, 
Flathead, second; Cole, Victor, third. 
Distance, 124 feet 3 inches. 
Semi-Finals, 220-Yard Low Hurdles.
First heat—Cooper, Hamilton, first; 
Howard, Gallatin, second; Braner, 
Billings, third. Time, :27‘3-5.
Secon’d heat—Rowand, Helena, nrst; 
Fitzgerald, Gallatin, second. Time, 
:28 1-5.
Semi-Finals, 50-Yard Dash.
I First heat—Phelps, Butte, first;
[ Johnson, Helena,-- second; Watkins,
In this age of progress and revolu-’ 
tion, when lives are lost, battles fought, 
and races run, it is not unfitting to 
comment upon the great transforma­
tions which are daily taking place j 
around us. Perhaps the greatest of! 
these social movements is the startling | 
change, a metamorphosis, it might be j 
called, which has happened to our 
track. When the robins began to peep, 
and the enthusiastic tracksters first 
began their April gyrations, the track 
I was indeed in a sad state of repair.
| The gleeful youngsters in their sum­
mer frolics had created great excava­
tions on the erstwhile smooth surface, 
the jumping pits were of adamant, and 
the hurdles, built on the old Ionic 
style pf architecture were a constant 
menace to the forms that flitted over 
them, or failed to flit over them.
With this gloomy outlook it is little 
wonder that Coach Heilman heaved an 
imprecation, and with all his energy 
and Sac Sorenson, set about on a 
period of reconstruction. Just how he 
accomplished this transformation Sac 
only knows. Suffice it to say that he 
succeeded. The track has once more 
regained level character, the jumpers 
blissfully alight in downy pits, and 
the hurdles, well, the hurdles are the 
pride of the whole school. Of direct 
Mike Murphy descent, they are light, 
modern, and comfortable. They com­
bine none of the massive stolidity of 
their predecessors which so cruelly 
abrased the tender shins of the afore­
said flitters. On the other hand the 
present obstacles perform the deserved 
function, and are so constructed that 
I one may attain a high rate of speed, 
and still pack several of . the alry j 
structures along with him.
STUDENT COOKS
SERVE VISITORS
At noon the domestic science depart­
ment of the university served luncheon 
for the visiting teachers. Tables were 
set under the trees on the campus and 
there a dainty luncheon was served 
to nearly 100 high school people.
Remember the advertisers in this pa­
per. ;
The University is yours and ours.
M’GOUGH WILL NOT FILE PROTESTS.
Coach McGough of the Missoula county high school track team re­
fused to enter any protest in regard to the evident foul of Newman in 
the relay race. He stated that because of the fact that it was a Missoula 
team and the meet was held here he didn’t feel that he should file any 
complaint. It shows excellent sportsmanship on the part of the Missoula 
coach. The foul which Newman made upon the Gallatin man was seen 
by all and there is no doubt but that Missoula would be declared the win­
ner of the relay if any kick were made. But as it is, Helena stands as 
the winner and Missoula second.
P i c t u r e  F r a m e s  
A r t  G o o d s
Simons Paint and 
Paper House
12 H igg in s A venu e
NEW TANGO PUMPS 
SPRING HEEL PUMPS 
BABY DOLL PUMPS 
COLONIAL PUMPS 
Rubber Sole Sneaks 
GYMNASIUM SHOES 
Spring 1914 Stock
Mapes & Mapes
A. D. PRICE
Stationer
College, Fraternity and Sorority 
Pennants. Baton, Crane & Pilce 
stationery and all late books;
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
Roses, Violets, Crysan- 
themums, Carnations cut 
fresh every day at the
MISSOULA 
NURSERY CO.
“The Old Reliable'’
Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192 
Green House Bell 45
J .  P .  R e i n h a r d
104 W. Main 31
Hardware
Crockery
Paints
Harness
Studebaker Wagons
GEORGE MILLER,
The Barber
Under the First National 
Bank Building
J. A. Cavander
GENERAL ELECTRIC 8UPPLIES 
Construction and Repairs. Fixtures, 
Bells, Batteries, Eto.
Both Phones 318 Higgins Ave.
Model Laundry Co
M. F. Nesbit, Joe Sibert 
. ,v: u Agents , * j
Dr. A sa W illard  
Osteophathic Physician
Room* 118, 119, 120, 121 
2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg.
